The effects of life experience on telomerase expression are unclear. Telomerase regulation occurs at several molecular levels, and observational studies have yielded varying findings. In healthy women, PBMC telomerase expression was inversely associated with duration and perception of stress [1]. Data from other cohorts suggest that telomerase activity may increase as a compensatory mechanism for acute stress, chronic stress and/or depression [15,16]. Contradictory findings may be partly attributable to cohort differences, doses/durations of stress or comorbid conditions. Studies of wild-derived house mice indicate potential for telomere length change in rodents in response to reproductive, social and immunological stressors [2,5], and studies of laboratory mice have documented transient enhancement in telomerase expression following immune challenge [17].

Many organisms initiate physiological adaptations to stress that may be protective [18,19]. In the first experimental study of the effects of chronic stress on telomerase activity, we investigated whether leucocyte telomerase activity was enhanced or suppressed following exposure to chronic unpredictable stress in laboratory rats. Stressed rats exhibited reduced body weight, increased anxiety-like behaviour in three tests, and altered corticosterone secretion consistent with the experience of stress. These expected changes were concomitant with the observation of elevated telomerase activity.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Animals

Long–Evans rats (Charles River, Inc.) were bred locally. Maternal observations were conducted 5 h per day for 6 days as in Sakhaei et al. [20]. Because maternal grooming frequency influences anxiety behaviour [21], young experiencing grooming ± 1 s.d. from mean were excluded. From eight to 20 weeks of age, male rats were exposed to randomized stressors 5 days per week (stress group, n = 16), or housed in standard conditions (control group, n = 14). Stressors consisted of: 5 min swim, 5 min fox urine odour exposure, 3 h water bottle removal, 1 h cage tilt (30°), less than or equal to 5 min tail pinch, 0.1 cc saline injection or 15 min restraint. Rats were weighed weekly. Blood (7 ml) was extracted at sacrifice and processed for telomerase activity.

(b) Behavioural tests

In order to examine the extent to which stress treatment induced expected changes related to anxiety [22], we examined behaviour in three contexts. Light–dark box (LDbox): rats were placed in the dark portion of a black Plexiglas box (38 × 38 × 20 cm) connected to a clear lidless chamber (38 × 38 × 38 cm). Measures included time in the light chamber, latency to exit the dark box, and activity. Open-field (OF): exploratory behaviour was assessed in a circular open arena (diameter = 152 cm). Time spent within 15 cm of the wall, latency to enter the centre and activity were scored. Elevated plus-maze (EPM): the plus-maze was constructed of black Plexiglas with two open and two enclosed arms (10 × 112 cm), elevated to 50 cm. Latency to enter the light arm, time in light: dark arms and activity were scored. Behavioural tests lasted 5 min and were video-recorded. Three tests were excluded: two recordings less than 5 min (1 OF, 1 EPM), and one rat who fell from the EPM.

(c) Corticosterone assay

Plasma corticosterone was assessed by enzyme immunoassay (Assay Designs Corticosterone EIA; sensitivity = 27 pg ml⁻¹). Blood was collected by tail nick within 1 min of capture prior to restraint, following 20 min restraint, and at four additional 30 min intervals. Samples were centrifuged (4 C, 20 min), and plasma was stored at −80 °C. Samples were thawed, centrifuged, diluted 1:20 with assay buffer and aliquoted into 96-well plates in duplicate with six standards (32–20 000 pg ml⁻¹) and reference samples. Mean variation was 4.2 per cent intra-assy, 8 per cent inter-assy.

The enzyme telomerase lengthens telomeres—protective structures containing repetitive DNA sequences at chromosome ends. Telomere shortening is associated with diseases of ageing in mammals. Chronic stress has been related to telomere activity in male rats. Telomerase activity was 54 per cent higher in stressed rats than in controls, and associated with stress-related physiological and behavioural outcomes. This significant increase suggests a potential mechanism for resilience to stress-related replicative senescence.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Stressful life experience alters health, life expectancy, and markers of cellular senescence, including the length of leucocyte telomeres [1,2]. Telomeres—repetitive DNA sequences at the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes—shorten with each cell division and typically decrease in length across the vertebrate life-course [2–4]. Telomere length is affected by life experience [1–3,5–7] and may reflect shortening after cell division, oxidative damage to DNA [8] and variable lengthening. The primary mechanism of telomere length maintenance and lengthening is via the enzyme telomerase, which is active at high levels in germline and cancer cells, and at low levels in peripheral blood mononucleocytes (PBMCs) [9–11]. Telomerase deficiency is associated with premature immune and whole-body ageing, and enhanced telomerase activity promotes cellular senescence and promotes longevity [12–14], demonstrating a role for telomerase in the regulation of ageing.
3. RESULTS

Stressed rats exhibited 54% per cent greater telomerase activity after 12-week exposure than same-age control rats ($t_{27} = 2.3, p = 0.029$; figure 1a). Higher telomerase activity was accompanied by physiological and behavioural responses to stress. Stressed rats weighed less than control rats within two weeks of onset ($t_{26} = 6.2, p < 0.0001$; figure 1b). However, inclusion of terminal mass in a generalized linear model did not improve model fit ($p = 0.99$, electronic supplementary material), indicating body mass did not drive telomerase differences.

After 12 weeks, corticosterone levels in stressed rats, while matching baseline levels in the cort-control population (0.64 ± 0.24 versus 0.57 ± 0.14, mean ± s.e.m.), increased and cleared faster in response to a standardized stressor (figure 1c; $t_{24} = 3.0, p < 0.005$ peak timing; $t_{24} = 2.1, p < 0.05$ concentration 90 min post-restraint). Area under the curve did not differ ($t_{24} = 0.87, p = 0.18$). The relationship between telomerase activity and corticosterone secretion could not be assessed (because of distinct control groups).

Stress and control rats differed on nearly all behavioural test attributes. Stressed rats spent less time in the centre of the open field ($t_{27} = 4.7, p < 0.0001$; figure 2a), with fewer zone crossings ($p < 0.0001$). Stressed rats emerged to the open arm of the EPM later ($t_{26} = 4.4, p < 0.005$), with less time in the open : closed arm ($t_{26} = 3.0, p = 0.006$; figure 2b), and fewer zone crossings ($t_{26} = 3.5, p < 0.005$). Finally, stressed rats exhibited higher latency to exit the LD box ($t_{26} = 4.85, p < 0.0001$) with less time in the light ($t_{26} = 3.5, p = 0.017$; figure 2c).

Correlation of telomerase activity with behaviour across treatments revealed more anxiety-like behaviours in rats with higher telomerase expression, including less time in the centre of the open field ($r = 0.39, p = 0.038$; figure 1d), later initial exit from the light–dark box ($r = 0.46, p = 0.05$ for rats who exited), and a trend towards greater latency to move on the EPM ($r = 0.36, p = 0.06$).

4. DISCUSSION

This is the first experimental demonstration that prolonged stress upregulates telomerase activity in leucocytes in vivo. This increase was accompanied by changes in body mass, corticosterone secretion and anxiety-like behaviours, indicating that stressors were effective. Tests such as the open-field measure fear of novelty/open spaces, with less time in the centre indicating a greater threat response [24]. Avoidance of the centre was associated with a higher telomerase activity, which we interpret to mean that rats perceiving greater stress had greater compensatory telomerase responses.
This is consistent with human findings that degree of perceived threat correlates with telomerase activity immediately after acute stress [15]. While prolonged stress is ultimately deleterious, acute or intermediate stress durations may lead to counter-regulatory coping mechanisms, including upregulation of telomerase. We propose this may be part of a cyto-protective response that reduces oxidative stress and DNA damage. This is the opposite of the finding that telomerase activity was reduced in chronically stressed carers [1], potentially reflecting differences in extent or duration of stress, and exhaustion of coping reserves in the carers.

High doses of cortisol reduce telomerase activity in vitro [25], and exposure to oxidative stress shortens telomeres [8]. Telomerase activity may nonetheless reduce the impact of oxidative stress, as it confers resistance to physical and chemical stressors in cells with short telomeres [26]. Despite matching baselines, stressed rats downregulated corticosterone responses faster than controls, another potential sign of beneficial physiological adaptation to stress.

Changes in leucocyte subtype distributions in peripheral blood do not appear to account for increases in PBMC telomerase after short-term stress in humans [15]. Nonetheless, telomerase increases in the present study could be due to lymphocyte activation, and/or redistribution of cell subtypes towards those with higher telomerase, e.g. B-lymphocytes [23]. Previous studies of stress effects on immune response in rats have found suppression of B-lymphocytes is only temporary after cold stress or social stress, with return to baseline by 48 h and no change after chronic restraint [27–29]. Future studies should confirm that leucocyte subtype redistribution is not the cause of elevated telomerase activity following chronic stress. Females should also be studied, as sex differences in telomerase activity have been detected in somatic tissues [30].

It is well established that mild exposure to stress activates anti-ageing mechanisms—a phenomenon sometimes described as hormesis (reviewed in Epel [31]). This study demonstrates that PBMC telomerase activity increases in response to three-month chronic stress, potentially indicating long-term hormesis. Healthy young individuals may more easily mount telomerase responses, which in turn should protect their telomeres. Given known functions of telomerase in maintaining telomere length and other aspects of cellular health, this finding provides a potential cellular mechanism for understanding resilience to mild chronic stress and possibly longevity.
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